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Sakura is so exited it is her birthday! Read this to find out what Sakura's birthday is like.
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1 - sakura's birthday

                       Sakura's birthday

Once one brisk cold morning sakura jumped out of her bed and
Sakura started singing:uh huh its my birthday!
she was so happy that she woke up everyone.
Naruto screamed: Be quite its saturday morning duh !
and then Sakura says:  well its my birthday.
Naruto jumps out of bed and grabs flowers closest in reach
he says: oh Happy Birthday Sakura 'naruto blushes'
Sakura: No naruto i will not go out with you.
Sasuke: whats going on in here?
Sakura: oh hey sasuke Its my Birthday!!!
sasuke forgetting as usal
Sasuke says: be right back - quickly runs to ino's flowershop at the speed of lightning and gets sakura
her favorite flower a PINK rose -. As sasuke is getting back, Naruto still trying to get sakura to go out
with him "wich is not working by the way."
Sakura: oh Naruto we need to talk."sits down with naurto"
Naruto: hey baby
Sakura: ok then you cant be like this iky gushy lovey dovey stuff today Naruto!
Naruto: ok baby
Sakura: well Hinata and you are going to my party as a couple anyway so deal with it.
Naruto: "grabs sakuras hand so it looks like they are together".
Sasuke: Get off my women !!!
Sakura:"faints"
Sasuke:"pushes naruto out the window"
Sasuke:"throws water on Sakura's face"
Sakura:"wakes up still delushinal"
Sasuke:Are You Ok
Sakura: Yeah" sits on window sill and falls out"
Sasuke:" Jumps out window to catch Sakura"
Naruto: trys to catch Sakura but sees Ramen and runs after it
Ino:Naruto get away from my Ramen
!!!!
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